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Held firmly in the craftsman's powerful
hands the rasp, guided by years of experience, renders the brazed seam invisible
to even the most discerning eye.
In an age of high volumes and quality
trade-offs, this craftsman still takes his time
permitting his pride and skill the freedom
to practice the vanishing art of custom
coachwork.
Like an endangered species, stalked by
cost and time, the master coachbuilder
has few remaining handcrafted production
sedans with which to express the
eloquence of his art.
In this select group is found the Rolls
Royce Silver Dawn, the Maserati Quattroporte and the Bertone Coupe by Volvo.
The Coupe is handcrafted by Carrozzeria
(Coachbuilder) Bertone of Turin, Italy, the
oldest and one of the most distinguished
coachbuilders in existence today. In addition to the Volvo Coupe, the work of
Bertone includes the Lamborghini
Countach, Maserati Khamsin and the
classic Lamborghini Miura.
In a world in love with designer clothes,
designer furniture, designer toiletries; in a
world seeking identity, you have the
ultimate designer garment to sell; a limited
production designer car. The Coupe, handcrafted by Bertone, waits to be presented
in the proper fashion to the buyer with a
desire for the unique.
This edition of the "Showroom Series"
will provide support for you in presenting
the Bertone Coupe in the special light that
it deserves.

"I never associated Volvo witti luxury,
elegance, things I like in a car. . . The
regular Volvo may be very reliable, but
they're too plainlooking . . . This car
(Coupe) is a whole other thing . . . It
has the luxury, the class, the poshness
I want in a car. . . If it weren't for this
I never would have considered Volvo."
This owner quote clearly supports the
research findings which show that Coupe
owners often are not simply looking for
the top of the line Volvo. Research
indicates that over half of the Coupe
owners interviewed would not have considered a Volvo were it not for the Coupe.
Coupe buyers are looking for a specific
vehicle that makes a personal statement
about themselves and their lifestyle.
For the salesperson to view the Coupe
as simply a 2-door GLE is a mistake. It
ignores the Coupe's appeal as a handcrafted limited edition and underestimates
the potential Coupe buyers' ego need.
What is meant here by the term " e g o "
need? It describes the desire in some
people to showcase their success
through those material things with which
they surround themselves. In this case
the higher the degree of desireability,
quality and/or rarity a possession has,
the higher the person's projected level of
accomplishment.
To sell the Coupe effectively it is
important to understand that some of the
needs and priorities of the Coupe owner
differ from those of the Volvo owner you
more frequently encounter.
While there is no one type of Coupe
owner, certain features of the group in
general can be deemed characteristic.

» The majority are of the affluent end
of the spectrum. The Coupe buyers'
average income is over 5 0 % higher
than the average Volvo buyer. The
majority of Coupe owners are White
Collar professionals, in executive
positions or are self-employed. Thus,
a sizeable expenditure for a car is in
accordance with their lifestyle.
® Virtually all Coupe owners harbor a
strong need for that ego fülfillment
that, in part, is accomplished through
their automobile. In speaking with
Coupe owners, it was found that a
high priority in their selection process
was the desire for a car that was
considered prestigious. This group
derived satisfaction from the statement of personal success and style
made by a car that is perceived in the
eyes of others as "classy," "elegant,"
"luxurious" . . . etc.
® While differing in some needs, there
are similarities between the Coupe
owners' and other Volvo owners'
priorities. While the Coupe buyers
desire greater luxury and prestige
and have the money to achieve it, they
are also concerned with purchasing a
vehicle with a positive price/value
relationship.
With these characteristics in mind, let's
take a close look at those areas that can
be emphasized when selling the Coupe;
Exclusivity prestige
Volvo engineering
Positi^'e p r i c e / v a l u e r e l a t i o n s h i p

Exclusivity
For 1980 there were 41,000 Mark VI
Continentals made, 52,000 Eldorados and
even the exclusive XJ 6L had 3,000
copies. It is hard for owners to feel
special when they see themselves
coming and going. If a personal luxury
car is to make a statement, it should be
a quote not a cliche. The Bertone Coupe?
There will be only 1,500 handcrafted
editions available in America this year.
The owner of the Coupe sees admiring
glances not carbon copies.
Remember the ego need? When leaving
the Country Club, the last response a person with a personal luxury car wishes to
hear is the valet asking, "which one?"
Unlike the Seville or Mercedes owner
there will be no need for the limited edition Coupe owner to clarify.
As a salesman, do not underestimate
the importance of the Coupe's styling,
handcrafted body, and limited availability.
Coupe owners are not simply buying
transportation. They desire a motorcar
which makes a statement on lifestyle and
position. The prestige component of the
Coupe is vital in creating the aura of
exclusivity so important to the Coupe
buyer. To fully appreciate the handcrafted
quality of the Coupe requires an understanding of the Bertone art of production.
Accurate and precise, indeed, the
products of automated assembly line high
technology are that. Yet accuracy and
precision alone do not define ultimate
quality. Beyond the accurate and precise
technology, Bertone directs a jeweler's
eye to those details and touches of
refined coachwork that are the source of
pride for the old world craftsman.
H a n d c r a f t e d Interior
The high quality hides that are extensively used in creating the sumptuous
leather and wood luxury of the Coupe are
all hand cut and sewn by Bertone craftsmen. Fitted by hand, each Coupe is a
masterpiece of custom coachwork.
The smell of the expensive glove
leather, the soft full folds of the hand
sewn seats and door panels, and the rich
elm veneer confirm, that yes, this is a
hand-finished motorcar in the finest
European tradition.
Hand-finished Exterior
Each body part is assembled by hand
to Volvo's exacting standards through the
use of precision alignment jigs. This precisely assembled body is then afforded the
undivided attention of Bertone craftsmen.
They hand finish the seams and bring
the car to that state of perfection prerequisite to the final painting process.
It is then that the multiple layers of
corrosion protection are applied. The
process culminates in the wet on wet
paint process which produces the deep
luster protective finish.

H a n d F i n i s h e d Metal W o r k .

H a n d c r a f t e d Interior.
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Volvo Engineering

While enjoying the luxury appointments
and handcrafted quality, the Coupe
owner does not have to be concerned
with a high-strung prima donna. The
Coupe incorporates into its classic Italian
coachwork the sturdy reliability of Volvo
engineering. This is very important as it is
difficult impressing people on the end of
a tow hook. This sentiment, expressed by
many Coupe owners, is illustrated in this
quote referring to another luxury import.
"I'd love to own the car (another
luxury import) but I've heard terrible
things about how sensitive it is . . . It
takes away all the pleasure of a great
car if you have to worry about It all the
time."
Buyers concerned with quality
engineering and reliability should be
reassured with the knowledge that the
Coupe is built to the same high Volvo
standards that produce cars that last for
an average of 17.9 years in Sweden. This
ranks Volvo first above Mercedes-Benz,
Jaguar, and BMW. And why? A look at
some of the engineering features will
show why. The value chart on the next
page summarizes which of these features, all standard on the Volvo, are
standard on the competition.
Rust Proofing
The energy-absorbing unitized body
has special anti-corrosive coating sprayed
into closed areas, inside doors, etc. Galvanized steel is used in rust susceptible
areas. And finally there is a five-layer
finish to protect the body.
Four Wheel Discs
Disc brakes absorb heat more easily
and cool more quickly than conventional
drums, which can be distorted by frictioninduced heat. Discs offer a clear edge in
straight-line stopping, fade resistance,
and overall effectiveness. Four-wheel disc
brakes are standard equipment, with extra
ventilation on the front discs.
R a c k and Pinion Steering
Our engineers believe rack and pinion
steering to be more exact than other,
mostly older, systems. With fewer moving
parts and joints, there is less "play" in
the system, and response is more positive
and predictable.
E m i s s i o n s Control
The acclaimed Lambda Sond® emission control system has been called "the
most significant breakthrough ever
achieved in the fight to obtain clean
cars." This award-winning system
features an oxygen sensor that signals
the engine to produce a correct mixture
of oxygen and control three major
pollutants (carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrous oxides). No car can yet
surpass Lambda Sond's performance in
exceeding current and future emissions
standards.

Engine Size
The double overhead camshaft V-6,
with its advantage of design, efficiency
and lighter weight, offers ample passing
and accelerating power.
Unitized Construction
In a unitized vehicle like Volvo, frame
and shell are a single, integral unit. This
eliminates unnecessary weight, while
maintaining all the strength of the
separate frame method.
Additional advantages include greater
reinforcement and rigidity, energyabsorbing crumple zones, and fewer
places in which the process of corrosion
can begin.
C . I. F u e l I n j e c t i o n
A pioneer in electronic fuel injection,
Volvo now features the improved Continuous Flow Fuel Injection. Thus, in addition to faster cold starts, Volvo provides
improved engine efficiency and greater
economy. With no pulsations or metering,
the uninterrupted spray of the Volvo continuous flow system improves combustion
and reduces emissions.
Solid State Ignition
The advanced breakerless system
developed by Volvo engineers provides a
highly reliable, consistent and controlled
spark. The result is a very accurate spark
and more precise combustion. The system eliminates the need for replaceable
moving parts — breaker points and
condenser — which is designed to lower
service costs. Further benefits: fewer
emissions of exhaust pollutants, improved
fuel mileage, and better driveability.

Price/Value
Relationship

S t a n d a r d Features:

"I don't mind paying a lot so long as
the value is there . . . Too many cars
these days don't offer the value . . . I
would never buy an American-made
car any more, but In my piersonal
opinion, some of the foreign cars —
like Mercedes or Porsche or BMW —
are very overpriced. I didn't consider
these cars, not because I couldn't
afford them, but because I don't think
they're worth it."
Potential Coupe owners are concerned
that they get their money's worth. They
must feel that the value received is at
least equal to the price paid. There are,
of course, different value payoffs for different buyers. With the Coupe, the value
considerations are, to a major extent,
engineering excellence, luxury and ego
satisfaction.
The Coupe is in competition with cars
of some of the most prestigious makes.
fVlost people who consider the Coupe can
afford any car they desire. Yet they have
a strong sense of value (which may be
one of the reasons they are successful).
And while not denying themselves something they desire, they will not make an
expenditure on an item they feel is overpriced. This price/value awareness is one
you can effectively explore in selling the
Coupe.

Value Chart
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The value chart summarizes the standard features of the Coupe and that of
the competition. The cars are listed in
order of retail price, most expensive first.
Notice how the low price position of the
Coupe compares to the extensive standard equipment package offered. As a
salesman, it is very important to see this
positive price/value relationship. To the
Coupe's advantage, its Volvo engineering
is enhanced by the craftsmanship highlighted in the upper portion of the chart.
Here the specially handcrafted interior
and exterior set the Coupe aside from the
competition by providing quality and luxury
unavailable in cars costing thousands of
dollars more.
Looking at the chart, it is easy to appreciate the excellent value represented by
the Coupe. The more expensive, yet more
common, Mercedes models do not have
leather interiors standard and indeed offer,
as an option, only leather-faced seats, not
the handcrafted full leather luxury of the
Coupe. Interestingly all the luxury German
imports, despite their high price, are
produced on automated assembly lines
just like the domestics. Not the handcrafted Coupe.
When a buyer is considering such a big
ticket purchase as a 280 CE or a 633 CSi,
serious thought should be given to the
ten to fifteen thousand dollars less that a
Coupe would cost.

Domestics with their emphasis on gimmickry, rather than the well engineered
elegance of the Coupe, require costly additions to the base price to match Coupe
features. Even then, they cannot match
the durability, quality and interior appointments of the Coupe.
Cars with lower prices that are considered by the Coupe buyer must be
evaluated on the nature of their' mass
produced character. Also, in the case of
the 280ZX, Datsun has chosen to give up
its sports car " Z " character to pursue a
plush " G T " image. Yet it still is a small
sports-type car. If the customer is looking
for elegance, then attention should be
focused on the roomy luxury of the Coupe,
the comfort of entry and the safety and
quality of the Coupe design.

® Coupe/buyers have an income
approximately 50% higher than the Volvo
buyers. Coupe buyers have the money to
spend if the product suits their needs.
Economy is not their major concern. They
may, however, be looking at a Coupe
because they cannot afford or do not wish
to pay the price of a fvlercedes or Bf^W.
® They hold ego satisfaction as a high
priority. How the car makes the person
feel and the degree to which it makes a
positive statement about level of achievement and lifestyle is a prime concern.
® They are more concerned with luxury
and elegance than other Volvo buyers.
This is a factor of the buyer's ego needs.
A car with a feel of luxury and elegance
is considered an indicator of achievement
and must provide the level of comfort
which the customer desires or is accustomed to.
9 Are concerned with purchasing a product with a positive price/value relationship.
While luxury, elegance and image are
important the buyer does not wish to
spend more than the car is considered to
be worth.

What is offered to
meet these buyers'
needs?
® The Coupe offers a handcrafted
motorcar with Italian bloodline and Volvo
engineering. Exceptional in today's world
of mass production the idea of a handcrafted limited production sedan is very
appealing. It is important that the customer understand that owning a Coupe
places him in a very exclusive group.
® Custom leather and elm. Impress
upon the buyer the quality that goes into
the Coupe interior. Combining the finest
leather and elm into a sumptuous statement of luxury and elegance.
a Exceptional standard equipment
package. Whilejhe competition requires
the stringing of costly options to their
base model, the Coupe is a total package.
This makes the value of the Coupe even
more impressive to the potential buyer
once he is shown what it would cost to
equip the competitor to the same degree.
That is assuming all the features are
available which, in most of the competition, they are not.
® The Coupe offers Volvo Engineering.
The position of Volvo as the durable well
engineered car can only enhance the
appeal of the Coupe as dependable
elegance within a field of high-strung
competition. A customer not aware of
Volvo's history of engineering excellence
is only being sold half the car.
® The Coupe offers positive price/value
relationship. Handcrafted elegance,
Volvo engineering, and an extensive
standard equipment package provide for
the total luxury motor car at a price
thousands of dollars below lesser appointed cars.

